


We are delighted to be playing a part

in helping Scotland become EV

ready. Over the past 6 months we’ve

been working hard to support the

roll-out of Transport Scotland's

charging infrastructure and Charge

Place Scotland's national EV

network. 

 

At minimal cost to the client, public

charge points are eligible for Energy

Saving Trust funding, which in most

cases covers 100% of the costs. As

well as at hotels and community

groups, we have been installing

charging points on scenic harbours,

Victorian spa towns (Strathpeffer),

and golf clubs such as Tain. 

 Enabling them to benefit from the

footfall of EV drivers.

 

Our commitment to our client base

has involved extensive travel across

Scotland including many scenic

drives around the NC500, one of the

world's most iconic coastal routes. 

 

This brochure contains some of the

installations we've under taken on

this stunning route, all of which need

to be sensitive and considerate to

their beautiful surroundings.

 

 

Cleaner EV Ltd is a new business

which started at the end of 2019. We

are a small team who takes great

pride in the personalised service we

provide; we believe that bigger isn't

always best. 

 

Covering both the commercial and

domestic market, we aim to be

market leaders in electric charging

point installation.

 

In a short space of time our business

has grown rapidly, with further

projects in the pipeline. With the

strength of a reliable, dedicated

team at our core, we set ourselves

apart by the service we give our

customers from enquiry to

completion. 

 

Our client-centered approach has

enabled us to build committed and

honest relationships with our

customers, growing our network

across hotel groups, universities, local

authorities and councils. Word of

mouth is the best marketing we can

get! 

 

We recognize the value in meeting

our customers face to face to offer

them guidance and advice in an area

they often know little about.
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We carry out all our site surveys in

person, which allows us to offer a

bespoke solution to each customer.

This enables us to provide the best

possible solution for our clients,

whether for hardware, electrical

supply or the location of the

charging unit/s.

 

Clients often feel more comfortable

asking questions directly on the day,

and of course our office team is

available afterwards to help with

queries that may come to mind

following our visit.

 

The Cleaner EV team is also

managing a project to create the

best EV solution for the island of

Jura, due for installation in Autumn

2020. With less than 200 residents,

the committed island community

has the perfect opportunity to

reduce carbon emissions and the

impact on the environmant through

the use of electric vehicles and the

installation of EV charge points.

 

Something we hope the rest of the

country will follow in before too long.

Our travels have also taken us to the

beautiful and rugged Inner and

Outer Hebrides, and their Isles of

Lewis, Harris, Islay and Jura. Our

team has been putting some miles

in!

 

In this short space of time we have

excelled in our proposals, winning

the majority of commercial business

tenders - over 50 contracts,

accumulating in sales in excess of

half a million pounds.

 

EV charging points are of value to

many sectors, and we have found

that the tourism sector has already

recognized the benefits of providing

an EV facility to customers.

 

Such installations not only help to

increase footfall and revenue for the

business and surrounding area, but

also create a loyal customer base, all

whilst reducing impact on the

environment.

 

Sharing our knowledge, we have

been at the forefront in advising a

range of companies about the

benefits of installing EV charge

points.  















Very pleased
with the whole
process from

start to finish.
I would happily
recommend to

anyone.

Craig, Gemma and all
the team at Cleaner EV
have been fantastic in
keeping us informed

and have done a
fantastic job of the
install ,we are really
pleased, Thank You.

'The guys did a
great job on the

installation

Easy to
communicate

with and good
standard of

work.








